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P.C. Richard & Son, founded in 1909 - is the largest chain of 

private, family-owned appliance, television, electronics, and 

mattress stores in the United States.

Its 66 stores are located in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut 

and Pennsylvania. With a website showcasing the ever growing 

selection of products they offer, including categories such as 

appliances and housewares, TV and video, mattresses, home 

furnishings like recliners, home and portable audio, computers 

and tablets, video games, smart home, car audio, home office, 

and more.
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Orders taking too much time

Too many data points needed

Very costly manual verification
process delays
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For P.C. Richard, manual order verification for their

growing online website orders was taking too much

time, too many data points were required, and a

full team of 15 people were necessary to review all the

orders - among other things.

The manual verification process was very 

costly and was causing fulfillment delays . Manual 

reviews had fewer data points and limited fraud 

detection intelligence, which resulted in higher 

chargeback rates.
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With FraudFix, they were able to automate over 90% of their 

order verification, and slim down the fraud verification 

department to 5 employees to review the orders - among other 

things. 

They use the insightful FraudFix backend dashboard to quickly 

get a bird’s eye view of the 100’s of data points available for 

each transaction, streamlining their review process even more.

100
Hundreds of
data points 

90 %
Up to 90%
order verification 

5
Reduced department
to 5 employees


